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Issue 603

Awar eness Week. Dispels Myths About Disabled
by John Kilgore

second ot third floor because
buildings are cut right into tqe
hills," she said.
"The purpose of Dis a bled Aware"All buildings on campus have
ness Week is to make the nonaccessible .entrances, but they are
disabled campus ' population aware
not always exactly as close as you
need them to be," Ditto said.
of what it's like to have a disability,"
said Disabled Student Union PresiA new entrance from West Drive
dent Pat HalL
.
was. added this spring to the Social
The eighth .annual Disabled
Sciences and Business Building
Awareness Week was held here
enabling disabled students to directly enter lecture halls there. DisApril 4--8.
"People's attitudes ar,e pretty
abled students can now be seated in
· good, but a lot ofpeopJe are still kind
the front of the l~cture halls instead
of uncomfortable with us," Hall
oJ only in the back. The new
said. "People have preconceived
entrance ' was
previously
an
notions about disabilities. I'd rather
emergency exit.
they would ask, than go around with
According to Ditto, plans for the
· the wrong assumptions.'"
new science building include elecThere are 166 disabled students
tric doors and an elevator which
receiving services through the
would also serve the adjo.i ning Benuniversity's special . student proton and Stadler Halls.
· grams, including 11 students who
Plans for the new additi.on to the
are confined to whe·e lchairs.
library at this time do not include
"There are a lot of inconvenienelectric doors, but Manager of Plances," Hall said.' "I think the univerning and Construction William Watsity has gotten into the habit of
kins said that he plans to have a
dOing just enough to meet the code.
meeting in the coming weeks to disThey meet it, but they don't beat
cuss handicapped requirements for
it.
.
the libra-ry.
"I'd like to see every building with
"We still have a ch~ /1ce to make it
better," Watkins said.
an accessible door," she said: "Did
you ever try to get out through the JiThe library addition will include a
brary doors when the wind is blow- ' public elevator.
ing in? It's hard enough for an
ConstruCtion on the library will
able-bodied person, but for someeliminate some of the most cenone with a disability or · a trally located parking available for
wheelchair, it's almost impossible.
handicapped students. But, accord.
"We could use two elevators in the
ing to Ditto, this space includes onlv
buildings. When they break down,
eight prime parking spots. Th~
wheelchair students have to miss other spots are inconvenient, she
class that day," Hall said.
said, because they are located on a
According to Marilyn Ditto, hill.
administrator for special student
New spots for handicapped pi:lrk programs, the university has logis- ing are scheduled to be added to
tic problems because of the terrain parking lot C, near the J .C. Penney
Scott Brandt
d
of the campus groun s.
·Building.
FETCH:"Tackle" retrieves a cane for his partner, Joe, in an
"The entire campus used to be a
For handicapped stude nts taking
appearance April 6 at University Center for Disabled Awareness
golf course. Buildings are built on a
Week. Support dogs help the handicaRped by: retrieving dropped
hUl. ~oU1etimes you enter on t~e
See AWAREl'I"ESS, page 4
• objects, pullin~g o pen h e aVy cf5ors, "standin-g ' and bracing" to help'
.
associate news editor

A D ay l-n Th e L ,;pe

Horses With speCially designed equipment appeared on campus
April 6 as part of Disabled Awareness Week. The horses were
featured to demonstrate how the concept of accessibility is being
adapt ed to recreational activities.
.

01 A D ,·sa bid Stude n t

someone up from a fali , pulling a w heelchair up a ramp and other
tasks specifically designed to help their partners.
Support dogs are chosen fortheir intelligence, high desire to ~Iease,
predictable behavior and w illingness to readily form an aff~ctlonate
byT. George Crupe
bond with with humans. Training takes 6-8 months work With a support dog trainer. Th'e training facility is located in Pevely, Mo.
7:00 a.m. Bundled against the elements, I roll out to embrace the gray day.
It's too early for the apartments' maintenance crew to have shoveled the
walks, so I plowmy way out to the parking lot, leaving behind the tracks of a
machine: no footsteps of a man leave I, for I ride a wheeled chair of
automaton. Where lance strode 6 feet 3 inches tail, I now sit 4 feet 2
inches.
Because of my diminished height and surrounding steel throne. I am unabe to sweep the snow off my van, so I must start it from within and wait for
the windshield to warm. Slowly, the chain·driven lift unfolds from the back
of the van and lowers to rest on top of the five-inch snowfall.
The SABC added $5,569 to the
Somehow , I must try to jump the extra five inches to get on the lift. Slipby Tony Laurent
University Program Board, bringping and sliding, I maneuver my 200pound chair into position for a running
reporter
ing the UPB 's total budget for 1988start. I shoot forward and manage to get my front wheels up on the lift but
89 to $70,569. This figure is $19,031
can go no farther; I try to back'up but do not succeed. My wheels spin in both
The Student ActivLies Budget · less than the UPB had requested and
directions:
I am stuck - I curse the powers that be.
Committee (SABC) held appeals
$8.431 less than thev received for
I wait for some form of assistance as the bitter February winds rob my
hearings last Friday and voted to
the current school y~ar. .
body of its life-giving heat. My poor circulation, due to paralysis, becomes
award at total of $9.549 in additional
J.J. Stevens, who represent the
life-threatening as the possibilities of hypothermia increase. Ten minutes
funding to 10 different groups.
UPB at the hearing, said the proThese hearings gave individual
gramming board was appealing
student groups the opportunity to
because it had received $24,600 less
argue their cases for wanting more
than it had requested.
money than the committee had
"It takes a lot of time and money
by Kevin Kleine '
granted them on March 25. when inito bring a comdedian or a band to
managing editor .
tial allocations were made. Only
this campus," Stevens said . He
/
seven of the 32 eligible groups
pointed out that if UPB was forced to
The
most
powerful
student
posiactually appealed.
o.{lerate with their original allocation on campus will be filled in the
The budget committee also heard
tion, cuts would have to be made,
upcoming Student Association electhe cases of three groups that had
"Bands may have to be cut to a bitions april 18 and 19.
/ . V. :
been ineligible because they submonthly basis," Stevens said.
The president and vice president
mitted their budgets late.
/
See FUNDING, page 4
of SA chosen will have the respon-

SABC Adds Funding!

For Stlldent Groups

•

Scott Brandt

J E N N IF e; R ANZ~LONE, OLIVER GRUENINGER A ND SILVER:

_

~
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go by; my teeth are chattering, and if I could feel my toes, I'd swear they
were numb. A fellow commuter finally stops and helps me onto the lift; I
head into the relative warmth of my van.
8:00 a.m. It has taken 25 minutes to warm the windshield enough to melt the
snow off so I can see. r leave for the campus which is only 5 minutes
C'
"
away.
8:05 a.m . I arrive on campus to find that the parking lot in front of Stadler
Hall hac yet to be plowed - I curse the powers that be.
8:15 a.m. I finally make it to Clark Hall for my B a.m. class, only to find that
my instructor didn't make it because of the snow . The class has been cancelled. I curse the powers that be and hang out in Clark Hall in an attempt to
warm up before my 9 o'clock class back at Stadler.
8:45 a.m. I roll out into the ravaging winds, cringing against the minus30degree wind chill, and head across the commons. I divert from my original
course on the way back and find myself on a walkway that has only been
cleared the width of a snow shovel - wide enough for foot traffic, but not for
my mobile prison. I plow ahead anyway, making slow progress , until even
that ceases. For the second time this morning, my wheels spin in both directi ons: again r am stuck - again I curse the powers tbat be.
See STORY, page 4
'

Three Vying For Top Post In Student Election
SA ELECTIONS

•
•

~~

European Unity Discussed
by Franscisco J. Pelaez
reporter

•
•

•

Dr. Josepb Lee , an economic historianJrom Ireland. spoke on "The
Federal Republic of Germany and
World Affairs" to a group of stu.dents
and faculty in the McDormeli Conference Room on April l.
Lee - professor of modern history at the University College in
Cork, Ireland, and advisor to the
Irish government on European historical and political matters - was
introduced bv Dr. John Gillingham,
professor of history at UM-St Louis.
Le'e is an expert on the history of
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German indu strialization and of
Ireland in the 19th century.
Lee emphasized the role of the
Franco-German integration as the
kernel around which the integration .
of the whole of Europe is being
generated.
He ' pointed out that France and
Germany were perfectly integrated
in advance of the latest European
Economic
Community
(EEC)
negotiations , and that Britain now
does nothing but "beg for the German embrace" - after having tried
to wreck this integration for years.
See EUROPE, page 4

siblity of representing all student
interests on this·caiupus. Along with
representing ~'iudents, the SA
officers will act as liasons between
students and the adminisrtation.
The
three
candidates,Jerry
Berhorst; Scott Lewis and Steve
Wolfe, have some similar concerns,
such as:
• Improving comunication with
the campus
• Reforms in . the financial aid
o~fice

• Campus safety and lighting
They all differ in their approach
to .the campus though. Berhorst and
his running mate, Laurel Baker,
take an approach of promoting the
university in the community and in

A\ ~"
--

.
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V*O*T*E
the state.
"UM-St. Louis is drasticly underfunded," Berhorst said. "We want to
work with some of the legislators to
try and push funding through. "
Berhorst maintains that his first
priority is communication with the
students. He plans to accomplish
the task by using the computer and
software in the SA office to produce
a weekly newsletter to be circulated
around campus.

Recuitment and retention of
minority students is another facet of
the B.erhorst campaign. He plans to
travel to the inner city to bring the
me ssage of the universitv to the
disadvantagd.
"It will be similar to the Bridge
Program the university has,"
Berhorst said. "We're just going to
promote the campus . We want to
develope a program to hit at least
five or six inner city schools and
make the transition easier."
Focusing on the needs of the
average student and mostly the
mas s opinion of the students are
some of the main concerns of Lewis
and his v ice presidentialcandidate,
Scott Anderson,
"Let's help some people here that
are s truggling through a lot of problems r!ght now, " Anderson said." I
think the whole year that I've be en
here, I haven't gotten anything from
the student association asking my
opinion."
" One of our main goals will be to
learn how the whole campus fells
about issues, not just how a select

few feel," Lewis said.
Lewis and Anderson feel that the
entire student body shoul d control
the decisions of student government. They plan to implement opinion polls and heed the veiws of the
general stUdent population. They
have no uneasy feelings about going
against
the
grain
of
the
administration.
"We're going to go in there with
our ideas, be flexible to theirs(the
administration), but we will be representing the students ," Lewis said.
If the students have an item they
feel strongly about, I would have no
qualms whatsoever about butting
heads with the administration."
"I think you'll find that we 're
more the maverick type rather than
the puppy dog style of the present
administration," Anderson said. "If
there is an issue of student concern
out there you 'll find that we are
going to fight for it." .
Wolfe, who has no running mate,
See CANDIDATES, page 4

LEND A HAND
The Arts & Education Councll
is a 25-year-old organ,ization
that provides supports for
various arts, programming
and educational programs.
This is the time of year that
they conduct their annual
fund drive.

L Page 6

SOFTBALL
Riverwomen prepare for MIAA
Conference playoffs.

page 9

Last day to drop a class with
grade is April 15.

a

ED TORIALS
page 2
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Vote For Courage, Vision, Confidence
Busted. Those wooden signs I wrote about last week, the pale
yellow ones with black lettering on one side, well they don't belong
to the Student Association. They are the property of one Stephen
Bratch e r , BMOC. They were a gift to Steve from a previous SA exec
who accepted them from an even more previous SA exec, who accepted them from even more previous SA execs. You get the picture.'
Definately not an SA resource, personal property of the reigning
president by right of conquest. Chattel.
After reviewing the available 'campaign literature, and some
casual conversation with some of the candidates vying for the top
dog positiOn in student gbvernment, I found that my initial choices
for SA officers were right on the mark . I'll still vote for Lewis and
Anderson. The " Sticker Twins ," as they are casually referred to
around campus have a good idea of what student government should
be about.
For beginners , they are willing to take the time to man the office
and be available to act on student complaints or compliments about
whatever is bothering students about life on this campus. Now,let's
not misconstrue this into a criticism of the present SA officers.
Steve Bratcher quit his jobs to devote full attention to SA business.
Robbyn S'tewart didn't quit her job , she was promoted to another
position of greater importance and responsibility. Therefore, she
just couldn't devote that much time to the SA. She gave all she had
though . We're all real proud of Robbyn, just sad that she couldn't
give the SA the commitment it deserves. Too bad she didn't make it
to more Curator's meetings . Maybe assessment wouldn't have come
so far.
Do you think that Baker will find herself in the same situation that
Stewart did?
My initial impression after talking to Lewis and Anderson is that
they want to see a clear separation of student government from
university administration . The two upstarts think that the administration needs prodding on certain student issues. Like automatic
doors on the J.e. Penney building so that handicapped students have
better access . Like more lighting on the campus at night so that
students feel safe walking from their classes to their cars . You
know, the simple stuff that can be done if only someone has the will
to make them happen.
Lewis and Anderson seemed to think that the students should be
polled about fee increases and have the opportunity to vote in
referendums when fee increases are proposed. A fairly safe and
democratic approach to governance I 'd say. On the really hard
issues , Lewis and Anderson had no problem distinguishing the difference bet\veen a university administration initiative and a student government initiative . For instance, the " Sticker Twins, "
readily perceived that it was the job of Student Affairs to handle

Controversial
Material Defended ·

minority recruitment and retention. After all, there is a special person in Woods Hall and a special house on Natural Bridge Road and a
devoted {)ffice staff to handle that administrative program. You get
the feeling that Lewis and Anderson could be depended on to sayno
to the administration when it comes time to challenge the next
fee increase.
')
Lewis and Anderson know What it's all about. And it's not a game of
"Fo otsie" with Marge's team , or burnishing resumes. It's about have
ing courage and vision and confidence. vote Lewis and Anderson on
April 18 and 19.
'Kevin Lacostelo

Dear editor:

1 Rl\GI'f 'ItlU. jiM!
GOOJ LUCI:, 1ll 'ItXJ
AND <CQ 8lf55 'rC'I!
. A/ID.- /.NO. .
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LETTERS~______~~~~~~~rn~'~,

Assessment:Ris king Educational Integrity
Dear editor;

_

We the coaching staff of the
UM-St. Louis Forensic and
Debate Squad welcome the feedback and criticism of Bethany
Cockroft, a student at Evangel
College, who attended the state
championships here February,
26. However, we feel compelled
to respond to some of the
judgements she made in her
April, 7 letter to the CURRENT
about some UM-St. Louis, performances there.
Ms . Cockroft's judgement in
all instances fly in the face of how
, reasonable, expert critics bave
consistently judged UM-St. LDuis
performances throughout the
1987 -88 season. Indeed , UM-St.
Louis forensics has broken the
school record by winning 115
awards this year--awards that
were given on the basis of
superior points a~arded by
expert faculty critics in the field
of speech and debate.
Not only does the overall tone
of the letter misrepresent the
, UM-St. Louis program, but so do
Ms . Cockroft's specific remarks .
While she is certainly correct
that delivering an after dinner
(humorous) speech on flatuation
at a banquet may be inappropriate, we must point out that the
UM-St. Louis student who performed the speech was asked to
do so as a result of winning a state
championship in ~fter dinner
speaking. The duo interpretation
performance of "Blooo Moon,"
which portrays the consequences
of the social reality of date rape,
not only' won a state championship, but placed at every
tournament at which it was performed during the Winter
Semester. The prose selection of
"The Vision," which symbolizes
io

speech.

..

II

C. Thomas

Presto~

Jr.

Scott Jensen

;

UM-St. Louis Forensic and Debate
Coaching Staff

....

.- -.f. J

SA Exe-cs Boost

,]

•

Berhorst, Baker

LETTERS POLICY
Th e Current welcomes a ll lellers
to the editor. The writer' S stud ent
number and phone number mu st be
included, Non-students must al so
sign their letters but only ne ed to
add their phone number . Lett ers
should not be more than two typed
pages in len gth .
No unsigned letters will be
published. The author 's nam e will

i

right to uncensored, free

instructors try to nurture <in our - sity ~d ~_catlOrus lU?lCroU,S.
.
..m ight afford some tIme to satisf¥
,
•
I'
st udents and which is Ie ast'l ikely to
ThiS Idea h ts w~th the growlDg
political desires for meaninglen '"
be m e a~ured in some Simplistic
tendency to holq teach rs responsidata. But with , the ·llke'lihood ' of "objective" test of academic
ble f~r the performance of st.uden.ts.
salary "increases" in the range of 2achievement at the University.
Vlslt.mg North AfrIcan UTIlVerslty
3 percent (with inflation running at
How does one test for art or music
admmlstrators
recently
were
over 4 percent), how can faculty
members in good conscience take
appreciation,
awareness
and
astonished to learn that such "logic"
time from substantive teaching,
tolerance of foreign cultures , civic
has been appJted to the UM
campuses.
research, and service to participate
respons iblilty, or the ability to conduct meaningful research on impor" Assessment " originated in Misin such nonsense?
Dear editor:
souri with a small college 's effort to
Very little has been left to the
tant problems? As instructors, we
faculty at Missouri's public Univeralready attempt evaluations in each ,rejuvenate its faculty and gain
In the upcoming elections , two
of our courses, but the idea of gaug- 'statewide notoriety . The Governor
sity but its pride and educational
slates of candidates are vying for
ing progress over an entire univerand other public officials then 'integrity. If we give these up, we
office. ,As the present Student
chimed in to promote their own »have eroded-the University's role in
Association president, I have had
reputations
for
"educational
society and its political immunity.
tlie opportunity to work wjth both
reform." The one missing element
' Thanks again to Amy Adams
in these reforms , of course , is
Squire for having the courage, so
sides . 1 have encouraged and supmoney and the "T-word. "
' notably lacking among otbers in the • ported both sides in their efforts,
be withheld upon request. Lellt'rs
While no one would oppose better
State's university and colleges, tf>
but a choice must be made . My
permitting use of the author's name
definiUon of our eoucational goals,say in essence that the emperor in
choice will be for Jerry Berhorst
will receive first preference, '
and diligent efforts to meet them,
Jefferson City has no clothes.
and Laurel Baker. Both are serious,
politically dictated assessment is a
Responsibility for letters to the
both have extensive involvement
fraud. If we were beingwell paid, we
editor belongs to the individual
with student issues here at UM-St.
Professor Fred Pearson
writer. Th e Current maintains the
right to refu~e publication of letters
judged to be in poor taste . Letters
may be edited to fit space
consideratiu n,
Io .....

At last someone has dared to
criticize publicly the "assessment'·
program instituted at Missouri
higher education institutions at the
'insistence of Governor Ashcroft.
And it brings a smile to note that this
cogent criticism in last week's
CURRENT lette'rs came from a
student.
In fact it is pricisely this type of
capability--critical thinking, clear
communication--which
we
as

tbe social reality of volent incest,
not only placed third at its ·first
outing. but received first place
rankings in every round of the
prestigious Pi Kappa Delta Tri
Provincial Tournament held
March 3-5 at St. Mary 's College in
San Antonio, Texas . Througho,ut
the year and not just at states,
both performances met and
exceeded the criteria for litel'ary
merit used by the faculty critics
qualified
to
make
such
judgments.
While the after dinner speech
topic has been changed to one
more suitable for national competition, the UM-St . Louis squad
continues to ilolish . "Blood
Moon, " "The Vision," and many
other exciting selections for Performance at the National Foren'~
sic
Association's
National
In.dividual Events Tournament
at Tempe, Arizona April 21-25.
The squad's practice sessions,
each Wednesday at 1:3.0 pm in
Lucas Hall , are open to all
students, faculty and members
of the UM-St. Louis community.
We invite all to visit these
sessions , or contact either of us
at 553-5485 for information about
other sites and times we will per ~
' form. Explore UM-St. Louis
Forensics , and see what all ' of
this "controversy" is ahout!
We are very proud of all of the
forensics students here at UMSt. Louis. and stan,d behind their \
fine performances--and their

Louis and both are mature, responsi ble adults . The Student Associaton
positions
require , capable,
qualified, honest individuals. Jerry Berhorst and Laurel Baker are the
right choice for these ' very impor- _
tant positions. ' '
Steve Bratcher
President, Student Association ,
Robbyn Stewart
Vice President" Student
Association

Communications"! Accessibility,
~nvolvement, Platform Proposed

,D ear .editor:
As candidates for President and'
Vice President of the Student
Association, we Jerry Berhorst and
,Laurel Baker feel ' that we possess
the qualities necessary to run an
:e ffective student government, and
' we ask for y'our supporr in the
. upcoming elections on April 18'th
and ,19'th.
We propose a platform that will
strive to accomplish 'several goals:
1. To ' improve communications
between the student government
and the students themselves. We
will expand the current Student
ASSOCiation Newsletter to include
more information about the day to
day operations ofthe SA, whil_e also'
mOfe ' effectively utilizing the ' student advocates to poll students as to
th'e ir concerns about a variety 'of

student issues.
2.
To
promote· improved
accessability on this. campus. ThiS
will include longer library and computer services hotirs, better campus
security through improved lighting
,. and an increase in sfudentpatrols,
more readily accessible facilities
for handicapped students, and longer financial aid hours for evening
students .
'
3. To more actively participate in _
legislative affairs at both the l!>cal
and state levels. This can be accomplished through , greater student
government lobbying in both th'e
campus community: a,s well as in ,
Jefferson City. We will actively Pllr- '
sue issues that will better the typical UM-St. LO).lis student's life while
attending classes on this c!lmpus.
4. To personally develop a cam- '
0

paign to p~omote better minority , campus
to
help
them
out
recruitment and reteblion on this
academically, such as the math' and
campus. We will help to.form ajoint . writing skills lab , and the Center for
e'ffort between the Student Associa- , Academic Development.
tion,
the
Associated . Black
~ . Finally, to help initiate a camCollegians, the inter-national Stupaign ' to increase student' involve- .
dent Union, and several other ('amment. We would :push for more
'pus organizations, to organize an
student government participatipn,
effort where members of' these
as wel~ as, for more active parorganizations would , go into the
ticipa.tion in ,' recognized student '
organizations.
poorer areas of our city, ~ounty , and
These five goals .are what our
the East Side, to promote ' the
campaign is all about. Qualified,
qualities of the University of
capable leadership is what is ,
Missouri-St. Louis , while at the
required of this office. We hope that )
same time helping to ease the tranyotr'will give us your vote next'week
sition from grade school to college
so that we may make use ' of our
for these disadvantaged youths. We
abilities to the best of your
would provide assistaitce in filling
benefit. '
out financial .aid forms , properly '
Jerry Berhorst •
applying for . -admittance ,to the
univers'ity, and then informing them
Laurel Baker I
of the many resources available on

andidate Wolfe Calls For SA Change
Dear editor:
I'm Stev'e Wolfe, the UM-SL
Louis ' Students for Adion candidate for Student Association
Assembly President. I am run current
ning
against
the
administration, by running a
grass roots campaign. I want to
get students interested in the
election and out to vote .
Unlike the. other candidates
running for office, I have been on
the Assembly for three years. I
have also been involved in other
student activities on· this campus. Presently, I am vice presi-

. and- Cinema Production Club as '
well -as co-sponsor of ."UM-St.
. Louis Connection," a cable.show
about the university cable casted
on American Cable.v ision.l have
also served on the University
Senate and the Student Services
Fee Committ~'. For my campus
service, I was honored with the
1987 UM-St. Louis , Student
Affairs Award and listed in the
. 1987 "Who's Who in American
. Colleges and Universities."
I believe ,that the Assembly
' should work for the students, not
just for the egos 'of its members.
Some 'of my goals . for the

dent int~raction among stUdent
' groups ,
increase ' campus
facilities hOjJrs to meet the nbeds
' of the students, a standard advisAhg system ; improve' the quality
of campus facilities and increase
stUdent retention.
I believe -in student input into
campus affairs . It is your school
and you should have a say in its
operation. Unlike oth~ryears, ifI .
am elected, I believ,e. in a diversity of opinion in the .E xecutive
~ommittee in order to get a widerange of opinions. Also, I will
strongly
encourage
each
organization to send a represen-

I

that is J(!,anted to recognized student organizations that isn't used
by many of them .
Student input into the univer.
sHy starts by voting. It is your
duty to vote and make your voice
heard on this campus . It does
make a difference who you vote
for. Vote in the upcoming
election.
.
_.r hope you will vote for me,
Steve WqIfe, as your next
Assembly
President: .. Put
knowledge ·and · experience into
action. yote f9r Steve ,Wolfe for '
Student' Asso'Ci1\tion' A s!iembly President on April 18 and 19.

•

•

•

•

..

..
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Pickens Addresses Concerns
At Evening College Council

Music Department Hosts

The UM-St.Louis Department of
Music hosted the annual Singers'
Auditions sponsored by the St. Louis
safety and crime prevention.
Campus Police Chief John Pic. Chapter of the National Association
Following
Pickens
'
presentakens addressed the Evening
of Teachers of Singing on Sunday ,
council
. members
College Council on · Monday , . tion,
. April 11 . .
addressed
the
su
bje'ct
of
the
April .4. on campus security conSingers and singing teachers
1988-89 budget and prepared an
cerns during weekend and ,evefrom almost every school~ in the
appeal fo!, the student activities
ning hours.
metropolitan
area
attended.
funding
committee ,
which
Pickens was a guest speaker
Students of Dr. Mark Madsen, UMreduced appropriations from
before \the council, which was
St. Louis coordinator 'of voice and
1987-:-88 by almost 19 percent.
meeting for its third time this
opera ·studies, received top honors.
An increased budget would be
semester . The meeting was atThey entered eight of 14 divisions
used to introduce a series of
tended by Philip Neale, presiand won seven first-place awards
speakers at 5 p.m .. seminars.
dent; Robbyn Stewart. vice
and one second-place .'
send coupcil members to
president; Anita McDonald, actThe first-place awards for Madleadership training workshops,
ing dean of the Ev.ening College;
sen's students went to: Kristen Huxand expand the Monday-Tuesday
and seven members at large.
hold , upper division high school
Koffee Klatch to the south
Pickens appeared at the meetwomen; Edward Hartfield, upper
campus.
ing in response to Evening Coundivision high school men; Julie-Ann
The
council
voted
cil questions regarding campus
Aguhop,
sophomore
women;
unanimously to draft a stiltement
security. He fielded questions
Leonard Stagoski , upper division
in support of the proposed Honfrom council members on topics
college men; Jane Boschert (curors College Program, recom. such as garage lighting failures ,
rently Miss St. Louis) upper division
mending that the modifications
campus lighting improvements ,
college women; Scott · Niskanen,
to the current Pierre Laclede
emergency phone placement and
intermediate adults; and Beverly
Honors
Program
include
gener.al building access.
Stewart, semi-professional adults .
offerings for evening students.
Pickens announced the police
Patricia Scanlon won second place
The council also prepared a
department's plans to survey
in the advanced college division .
slate of nominees for officers for
emergency-phone
locations ,'
Students of UM-St. Louis' Jan
1988-89. Vacant offices were
looking at possible expansion of
Parker who placed were: Sister
preg.ident,
vice · president ,
the number of locations, as well
Augustina Mill~r, second in the
recording secretary, corresas replacement of those phones
intermediate adult division; and
pond-ing
secretary ,
and
that have been stolen,
. Cathy Miller, second in the lower
treasurer.
He also discu's sed pUblication
high school division.
Elections were.scheduled to be
of . a student information flyer
"I feeJ.that this really shows that
. held on Tuesday , APr:iI12.
discussing the basics of personal
we have one of the best vocal music
programs in the st. Louis metro
area," Madsen .said. "We have a few
• • • • • • • • • • • • •. • • • • • • a - a • • • • • • • • • • • .• • • • • • • • • • •NN. ....~
...... or. . . .~~~••~~ •••~~~. or. . . . . . . . . . . .~-...
.-;:
excellent students that will move on
to professional careers."
Other winners included : Kim
Boucher, first place in lower division high school women, a student of

. FAA AIR TRAFFIC
CONTROLLERS ·

.

. CALL:

(816) 426·5329

Contest~ Wins

Honors

NNERS OF THE SINGERS" AUDITIONS: Pictured from left to right: back row, Scott Niskanen,
Leonard Stagoske, Edward Hartfield, Robert Gallagher, Shawn 8.e II , Robert Driemeyer, Johnathon
Thorn; middle row.: Gregory Gettys, Shannon Ruyle, Patricia Scanlon, Jane Boschert, Angela Tallo, Ju~y
Smith, Sally Ann Mitchell; front row: Cathy Miller, Kristin Huxhold, Lillie Lawer, Kim Boucher, Julie
Aguhob, Cnristine Descher, Leslie Remmert, Sister Augustina Miller.
Greg Schweizer from Haynes Studio
of Susan McDuffee from St. Louis
college men, a student of Mary Henfor the Performing Arts; Bobbie
UniverSity; Johnathan Thorn, first
derson at Washington University;
place in freshmen men , a student of
Wahonich, second place in upper
Judy Smith, first place in advance
high school women, a student of
Ronald
Abraham
from
SIUcollege division, a student of Sarah
Benavides;
Robert
Edwardsville; Shawn Bell, second
Cynthia
Turner; Lillie Lawer , first place in
Gallagher, second place in upper
place in freshmen men , a student of
beginning adults , a student of Sarah
Sheila Dugan; Robert Driemeyer,
division high school men, a student
Turner; Shannon ·Ruyle, second
of Sheila Gugan; Leslie Remmert,
first place in sophomore men, a stuplace in beginning adults, a student
first place in freshmen women, a dent of Sarah Turner; Christine
of . Ann Varwig; and Sally Ann
student of · Sarah Turner from
Descher, second place in upper diviMitchell, second place in semiSouthern Illinois University at sian college women, a student of
professional adults , a student of
Edwardsville; Angela Tallo, second
Susan McDuffee; Gregory Gettys ,
Cynthia Benavides.
place in freshmen women, a student
second place in upper di~ision

----~----------------------------

TONIGHT
~~

This excitingc,areer requires 3 years general experien.ce OR college degree and good score on
written exam. Initial salary $18,726 with career
potential to $60,000 plus. Ma.x imum entry age of 30
~ exists for most pOSitions. The Federal Aviation
~ Administration . is
an Equal Opportunity:;
" ~ Employer.
.
•
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Thursday, April 14th

At Jennifer's Lounge
Honoring Area .Colleges

The Employees Of The
University of Missouri-St. Louis

e

Are Invited For A

e

e

Night of Fun!

e

e
e

HOT HORS D'OEUVERS

e
e

*

e
e

DOOR PRIZES

7350 NORTH HANLEY
IN THE QUALITY INN

e

e

e
e
e

e

•e

e

e
e

e

e
e
e

e

e
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e .e .e.e.;,e.;,e.e.e.e.e.e.e.e.e.e.e.e.e.e.e_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. ,

Every day, thousands of college students ready, aim and ffie their ~gers .
down their throats to make themselves sick. It's called purging; and while it may
seem like the easy way to look healthy, it's actually a sure way to become very ill.
Left unchecked, bulimia can cause rotten teeth, dehydration, a ruptured
stomach or esophagus, and kidney failure. In its latter stages, it cap cause the
heart to skip beats, until one day it skips for good. But there is hope.
Through support group rounseling, the professionals at St John's Mercy
Medical Center can help bulimia and anorexia victims find relief from their guilt,
depression, and years of loneliness. They can show them how to turn food into
nourishment instead of an obsession, and how to .start feeling good aboutthem.
selves again.
At 9 a.m. on the third Saturday of every month, St John's holds free meetings
to discuss eating disorders and their symptoms. To find out more about the
meetings, just call1-800-22ABTEC, or 569-6898 in Missouri.
Everyone is welrome and there are no questions asked, because the people
there know first hand how devastating bulimia and anorexia can be. And they
won't be pointing fingers at anyone.

10 SomeoneWlth
An Eat Disorder;·
This
BeA ·
,Deadly Weapon

, ., WHAT'S 'A DEGREE GOOD FOR?

( ) PRE-APPROVED CREDIT ·FROM FORD CREDIT
( ) $400 CASH BONUS FROM FORD

(V" ) ALL OF THE ABOVE AT

(DEALER NAME)·

I

At SHERWOOD FORD, your de'
gree is worth a lot. H you 've graduated,or will graduate, with a Bachelor's or advanced degree between
October 1, 1987 and January 31,
1989, you may qualify for $400 fmm
Ford and pre,approved credit from
Ford Motor Credit Company. To
qualify for pre-approved credit, you
heed: (1) verifiable employment be~
ginning within 120 days after your
vehicle purchase; (2) a salary sufficient to cover normal living expen. ses plus a car payment; and (3Y if .
you have a credit record, it must

Ford Motor
Credit
Company

indicate payment made as agreed.
The $400 from Ford is yours
whether you finance or not. Keep it
or apply it to the purchase or lease
of an eligible Ford or Mercury vehicle.
For all the details, contact us or
call Program Headquarters, toll
free,at 1.- 800-321-1536. But hurry.
This limited time offer is only avail- .
able between March 1 and December 31,1988. Take advantage olthe
Ford/Mercury College Graduate
Purchase Program now.

Sherwood Fo rd
. A,'Btec~SupportGroup

. •. :

The Anorexia Bulimia Treatment and Education Center at
St. John's Mercy Medical Center, 615 South New Ballas Road, St. L ouis, MO 63141

Hwy. 367and 'Parker Ro ad

741·5800
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from page 1

CANDIDATES

the bus , snow removai from the bus
stop on the south side of Natural
Bridge Road near the university
entrance has been a problem,
because, according to Ditto, the
Village of Bel Nor does not consider
snow removal a priority .
In 1984 UM-St . Louis adopted and
implemented an auxiliary aids /
services policy which was designed
to help accommodate the increasing
numbers of disabled students
requesting special services.
The executive order includes the
assessment
of
handicapped
students ' need for auxiliary aid.
"Most students end up getting

more services than they would ' wants to make the student groups on
request because they were not campus more interactive and
aware of what was available," expand the amount of social activiDitto said.
.
ties here .
Among the special services pro" The groups are spread out and
vided by the university are: sign don't know what 's going on between
language interpreters ; specially each other," Wolfe said. " In order to
made furniture ; Braille textbooks have a better university experience,
and textbooks on cassettes ; alterna- you need to have groups that know
tive testing . procedures, including what's going on ."
. extended time for taking exams; and
Wolfe wants the student groups
priority registration.
Ditto said that in cases where the
auxiliary aid is not available from
an outside source, the university in
When questioned about the UPB 's
most cases provides the necessary
lack of revenue generating events,
aid .
Stevens replied: " Few people will
from page 1 come back to this .. campus to an
event jf they have to pay .. . (But)
Helping hands are instantly t here . My fellow students , with jokes.about
four -wheel drive and snow tires , ask What they Can do. With two students in
front pulling and four in back pushing, we travel the length of the sidewalk we 're aiming at a 50-50 split between free and revenue generating
like some bizarre dog-sled team.
It crosses my mind that I may not be the only disabled student having dif- eve nts ."
ficulties this morning: I wonder how the blind , using a cane, can "see" with
snow covering everything, how the person on crutches keeps from breaking
another leg or ankle.
8:58 a.m. The wa rmth of Stadler Hall envelops my shivering fr ame as I slide
Lee stressed that "sec urity proup to the elevator. A sign on the elevator door tells me that all m y efforts of
vides the cutting edge of European
the e ntire morning hav e been for naught: the elevator is out of order - once
integration" and that the reunificaagain I curse the powers that be.
tion of East and West Germany
After making arrangements for class notes on the day's le ct ure, I head for
depends on internal developments
home. I only had two classes today.
in the Soviet Union . His point of
9: 10 a.m. I head back out into the frozen tundra . The ground crews have
view was that "the U.S.S.R. has the
finally gotten around to plowing this end of campus and have blocked all the
right to security but must relax the
curb-cuts with snow . It takes several attempts , but I finally succeed in
whip somewhat."
breaking through one of the snow-barred curb-cuts .
.
9:4 0 a.m. I have made it back home but have caught a chill from exposure to
In answer to a question by Dr.
the harsh elements. I must get back into my heated waterbed in order to
Francisco Carenas, UM-St. Louis
bring my body temperature back up to normaL As I lie there shivering, I
professor of modern
foreign
curse the weather and the snow; I curse the university for not calling off
languages and literature, about the
classes or at least putting them on a snow sc hedule; I curse the faulty
form of the coming European
elevator that has been broken on at least halfadozen occasions this semesfederation, Lee said that it was preter alone; and finall y I curse my alarm clock as I drift back into the solitude
mature to discuss it, but that it
of s lumb er.

on campus to help foot the bill for
events such as Mirth Day due to the .
recent cuts that have been handed
down from the Student Activities
Budget Committee. Mirth Day is in
danger of elimination or severe cutbacks if additional funding is not
provided.
Wolfe also feels that the students
need more access time to the library
and to computer rooms .

" Tbis is acommuter campus and
students have to come here at
various times of the day and they
need to have access to the
facilities," Wolfe said.
A larger part in the government of
the campus is what Wolfe is seeking
for the SA.
"We are the university," Wolfe
said . "The university wouldn 't exist
without stUdents. Therefore they

from page' l
must have an active' role in in
curriculum,
including
class
scheduling," he said.
Wolfe proposes that a long-range
schedule of courses be published to
more effectively allow students to .
plan their schedules.
"After someone comes here we
. need to be concerned with thewhole
person; academically, financially
and socially."
.

FUNDING

STORY

from page
The SABC also voted to give $450
to the PanHellenic Council , which
had requested $700 but was refused
funding at the March 25 allo cation
meeti ng .
The Jewish Student Union
received $180 and the Malaysian
Student Organization received $250.

Both groups had submitted their
budgets late .
Other groups and events which
received new monies on appeal
were: Greek Week. an additional
$700, for a total of $1 ,150; Evening
College Council, an additional
$1 ,000 , fora total of $6,000; International Student Organization. an

would certainly be a federation
rather than a unitary state.

After the talk, L~e told the Current about developments in Ireland.

There is presently great internationalization of EEC education,
Lee said, pointing out that, by 1992,
ten percent of _Western European
students will be able to study for a
whole academic year in anEEC
country foreign to them.
Lee concluded ·by saying that,
over' the last two years , there has
been, in Europe, "a shift from petty
nationalistic' squabbles to something better" and that the Germans
were very excited about the Soviet
market opening up.

Before the present round of murders and counter-murders in
Northern Ireland, Ian Paisley,
veteran leader of the Protestants ,
had been negotiating secretly with
the Dublin government to prepare
the integration of Ulster into the
rest of Ireland.
Lee said that Paisley felt betrayed by the government of
Margaret Thatcher and let down by
his own constituency .' At the last
demonstration he organized, only a
fraction of the people he had coun-

EUROPE

additional $500, for a total of $4,000;
and Television & Cinema Production Club, an additional $500, for a
total of $2,000 .
Midwest Model United Nations
was denied an increase, leaving
their budget at $1,500. And Delta
Zeta Sorority, which had re<;1uested
$750, was denied any funding.

from- page 1
ted on showed up.
Therefore, accepting the inevitable, he had started a "rapprochement" with the Irish government,
Lee said. Unfortunately, the recent
wave of violence has wrecked thi-s,
and so the situation is back where it
was two years ago, Lee concluded.
Dr. Lee \ has written and edited
nu.merous books, including: " The
Modernization of Irish Society,
1B4B-191B" ; " Ireland,
1945-70,"
editor; :'Irlsh Historiography, 197079, " editor ; "The Age of De Valera,"
coautlior;"Reflections on Ireland in
the EEC"; and "Ireland: Toward a
Sense of Place, " editor.

.'
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(Formerly Bandera's)
CUSTOMER , JOHN
#1 MONEY ST ~
(l~
BANK, MO
rJ ~
64123
.

Great American Italian Food

IS YOUR GAS TANI{
AS EMPTY AS YOUR
WALLET?

t

8418 NATURAL BRIDGE
BELNOR, MI-SSOURI 63121
PHONE: 382-1024

NAVY1:). OI;FICER.

1
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Wednesday, April 20,. 1988

PLACE:

University of Missouri-St Louis Campus Registration Area is at the University Center Patio . .In
case of rain, turn in sponsor sheets with all fundS collected at registration tables inside Uni~erstity
Center lobby.

TIME:

Walk at your c~nvenience anytime between 10:30 -12:30 PM;
. Allow 20 minutes for the walk.

"

RO UTE:

The symbolic 1.5 mile non-competitive walk circles the UM-Sl Louis campus. The.Walk is
designed to be easy and enjoyable fbr all,

PURPOSE & GOAL:

F'roceedSwill benefit90:i KWMU (FM), the public radio station at the University of Missouri SL Lo1!is: The 1988 goal is to raise $10,000. The key to success for this. year's waik is YOUR
PARTICIPATION. Register to walk, find sponsors and join in the fun!

AWARDS & PRIZES:

Major Prizes will begiv!m,to the individual who r~s the largest contribution.
The stUdent Organization who raises tl]e largest contribution will receive $250 cash to be llsed
. towards any campus ex~Se. (Some restrictions may apply).
The UM-Sl Louis Departtnent who raises the largest contribution will receive free pizza for lunch '
from Belarje's, fonnerly Bandera's. (Nine $20 Certificates to be used between September 1988
May 1989).
In addition to the above prizes, plaques will be given for the Studem Organizlition and UM-S!.
Louis Department which raises the largest contribution.

• T-Shirts will be given to the fust 50 walkers. A minimum of $10.00 worth of sponsorships is
required to enter the walk. Winners Will be notified by phone after the wa1k.

1,iEFRESHMENTS\
ENTERl' AINMENT:

Hot Dogs and soda will be available from 11:00 to 1:00 for all walkers.
. Stick around for the Wednesday noon live band "Fairchild":

HOW TO BECOME A WALKER
Sponsor sheets are available at KWMU, 105 Lucas Hall, or by calling 553-5968 prior to the walk.

LEAD TIlE ADVENrruRE.

I~

DATE:

Immediate openings. Apply NOW for up to $40,000
before graduation.

1 G800-446-6389

.,

i1

WALK FOR RADIO -

EARN WHILE YOU .LEARN!
In Missouri Call

.* Same prices •

90.7 KWMU

FULL MILITARY BENEFITS
QUALIFICATIONS
• AGE - At least 18, but not more than 25 at time of entering
the program.
.
• EDUCATION - Be enrolled in or accepted fortransferto a
regionally accredited 4-year college 'or university with at
least 60 semester hours or 90 quarter hours credit. Must be
U.S. Citizen. Must have a cumulative GPA of at least 3.0 on a
4.0 scale.

* Same menu
* Same chef's

Monday thru Thursday
11 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Fridays: 11 a.m. -11 p.m.
Saturdays: 4:30 p.m. - 11 p.m.
CLOSED SU N DAYS

Baccalaureate Degre~
Compl'etion Progr,a m
(BDCP)

Earn $1,100 a month until graduation. (No uniforms, drills,
or haircuts.)

~

f1l

COME CASH A CHECI{ AT THE NEW
NORMANDY BANI{ FACILITY IN THE
LOBBY OF UNIVERSITY CENTER

The Navy's BDCP provides financial incentive for colle.ge
students to complete baccalaureate degree requirements
and obtain Naval Officer commissions. All majors considered.

In House Eating Or
Carry Out

90.7 KMWU is a service of the University of Missouri-St. Louis .

I~

I-

I~
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:'/f an .u nplanned pregnancy presents a personal

.

.
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crisis in your life . .. Let us help you!"

pre~n~ncy

' • . FREE TEST - Can Detect
10 Days After
• Profession al Counseling & Assistance
.
• All Services Free & Confidential ,

.

..

.

..

Birthright
Since 1971

.

Help Wanted

ItB~ins

Birthright Counseling
_---.::._ - -

• St. Louis: 962-5300
• Ballwin: 227-2 266 .
• Bridgeton : 227-8775 • St_ 'Charles': 724.1200
.
.Hampton South : 962-3653

Wendy's
New

8219 S. FLORISSANT
SOUTH of MARK TWAIN DRIVE

i~1IJ/8JjR~"
AU You Can Eat
AtOne Great Price.

$

3.89

Pasta Pasta!
Start with a little pasta ... or a lot! Choose from
fettucini, rotini, or rotini with vegetables ..Then
pouron any of pur three delieious sautes. An.d
dQrJ't forget .to save room for our new 9C!rllc
toa~t! -

Mexican Fiesta!'

Celebrate with spicy burritos, tangy . n~chos,
and other tasty favorites from South of the Border. Choose from a fiesta of tortillas, taco
meat, chili, cheese sauces,' jalapenos, . and
more!

Gard en Spot!
What meal would be complete without a visit to
our Garden Si)Qt Salad Bar. And now it's better
than eve'r ... with new salads, fresh fruit, and
even butterscotch and chocolate puddings
for dessert!

Nannies 'Wanted: The
East Coast and Florida
have exciting cities to
live in and explore. You
can experience this by:
Livingwl't h a family close
to an exciting city while
working as thllir Nanny.
Receiving room and
board, transportation, a
salary, vacation time and
other benefits. Taking
advantage olthe cultur.el
opportunities and activi·
ties a\1 over the East
Coast and Florida. Seek·
ing 'Iovlng peopte who
enjoy catlng for children
for both East Coast and
F'lorida positions. Child
care expere l nce and
references required. ·1
year committment also
required. Calf: 314-524·
691 2 or Write:
Nannies
8423 Bridle Spur Drive
Hazelwood,. MO 63042
Summer Staff Needed:'
Day camp and outdoor
swimming pool positions
open. Site ·dir.ectors, c'ounselors, pool manager, life
guards, cashiers, and con·
cession - stand workers
needed. Experiencei preferred. Call Maplewood
Parks and Recre ationat
Gain te aching experience
and earn money too!!!
Olympiad Gymnastics is
looking for instructors .f or
their
p'r eschool
and
gymnastic
School-age
programs. They have . 4
·Iocations in SI. LOU IS;
North Cou nty, SI. Charles, .
Chesterfield, and West
County. Work hours are
flexible, a~ the gyms h~ve
both,morning and evening
openings. Salary is based
on teaching and gymnastic experi'ence. We are willing to train enthusiastic
people how to teach gymnastics. Contact Wendy
Miller at 227-7460.
HELP WANTED: Perfect
jobs for students. Work
part or full time in our comfortable county office.
Great pay includes hourly
wage plus bonus and
incentives. No experience
necessary; we train. Can
start
part
time
and
increase to full time for
summer. Call 569-S060
after 9 a.m..
Earn up to $8.00 per hour.
Managers and painter
trainees needed. Part time
now, full time summer. Call
569-1515.

...f ~ •
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Personals
To
my
fa vo rite
Ex·
For Sale
RED HOT ba rgains! Drug
To the fella's who continue · Classifieds Coordinator:
1970 Hornel. Showioom dealers'
cars, . boats, . to deface the walls with
(wh os e initials ' are D.S.)
. model, near mint condi- planes repo·d. Surplus.
hearts and sex symbols: Th ose seat con trols . in
tion, 2 door, blue in and . Your Area. Buyers Guide.
Shall
we
organize
a
paper
Do you need to earn
Mustangs can be pretty
out', 58,505 original miles, (1) 805-687-6000 Ext. Sdrive so you can refill your touchy. Watch it next time.
extra moneY.Do you like
stored
unti l
recently.
2166.
Orwould
you
notebooks??
children . We have baby sit·
The Columnist From The
Features; air, new Clarion
prefer a fresh supply of Twilight Zone, Arthur.
ting positions to fit yo ur . - sterio, new J tires and
Loving, Professional coupastel
chalks???
schedule. Full time and
brakes. Must see. ' Best ple wishes to adopt baby .
part time .summer jobs
· Sigma Tau Gamma: Still
offer Ca1l423-8865 ask for
and provide with best of
To a new reader: Well, the Bitch Guys! (show no
available , Car and referenKevin, .or leave message.
everything. Please call
"Personals"
.
.
th
ese
are
the
ces requ ired. TLC for
Barbara col lect: (208) 765- .Th is is ttl'e message that mercy dudes)
Kids: 725-~072 .
1980
Chevy
Classic
3187 (days), (208) 772was never written in Feb- To our newest " little" sis-.
78,000 miles,
Malibu.
7638 (eves) .
ruary, only from a different ter! We love ya' 'iii' KenGOVERNMENT
JOB&
samll V-8 , air condit ioning,
sender this time . Did that
$16,040 - $59,230 per
nett! Anne, Carolyn, Diana,
power steering, power
GOVERNMENT HOMES
make sense? Write back. A Marta,
year. Now Hiring. Your
Karen,
Les ley,
brakes. Asking $900. Call
from $1 (u repair). Delinfrien'a cif a friend.
Area. (I) 805-687-6000
Karen,
Cathy,
Shelly,
553-5695 ..
quent
tax
property.
Ext. R-2166 for current
MaryAnn & Carolyn.
Repossessions. Call (1)
Neophyte
Remember
Federal list.
805-687-6000 Ext. GHPledges of Delta Sigma Pi:
1987 Buick Regal: super
Dearnewtothe personals,
2166 for current repo list.
clean, on ly 6,700 miles,
practice doesn't make perAIRLINES NOW HIRING.
I don't mean to be playing
p.S., p.b., automatic, power
fect. " Periect Practice "
Flight Attendants, . Travel
hot and col d, but I'm a little
BOOKS:
BUYING
makes periect. Don't worry
windows , AM/FM stereo,
Agents, Mechanics, Cus:
confused right now. Let's
BOOKS. BUYING FINE
all
are
doing
clock,
.
tilt
wheel,
cruise
though
,
you
to mer Service. Listings.
just keep getting to know
QUALITY
BOOK
just fine. The Actives.
cont rol,light package, rally
Salaries to $50K. Entry
. each other better. O.K.? A
COLLECTIONS.
A
wheels,
landau
roof
,
rust
level positions. Call (I)
Cat Hater
COLLECTOR'S
Need Sringsteen tickets!'!!
proof, undercoated. M1,Jst
80S-687·6000 Ext. ABOOKSHOP
6275
Can
you
help?
Please
ca
ll
sell, $10,500 firm . Cali
2166.
The men of Sigma Tau
Delmar · Mon. thru Sat. . 644-5898. 831-3850 or 232·1322.
Gamma: We look forward
10·7,721·6127.
· to your triumph over Greek
To the Greek who respon'
Fo'r Sale. A beautiful year
Week again this year. It
UM-St. Louis is forming a ded to the ' "Concerned
old Cockateil with cage
should be an easy victory;
GDi " pe rsonal a few weeks
Rugby Club. Ex-Football
and all ne eded supplies.
because Sig Tau's shoe no
St. Louis beer distributor
ago; That was a pretty
and Soccer players as well
$150 neg otiable,C all Brad
mercy!
needs UM- SI. Louis stuas anyone else who ' good comeback. What
645-5350.
dent for part' time employkind 01 grade did you get
wishes to play should call
Dear female members of
ment
as
Campus
when you turned it in lor
Dirk 631 -4384 or Kevin at
the gayf lesbian student
Representative for 1988your term paper?? A GDI
Current
553-S183.
An
the
u[1ion: If you are so secure
Miscellaneuos
89 academicye·ar. Must be
who cares.
.
.
organization
will
be
with your personal deciI desperateiy need four
21 or older and be familiar
announced soon.
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Live M~sic
Mirfhday Prize Giveaways
Eye ry Hour
.
Carousel Qnd Calliope
,

Horse-Drawn -Carriage, Rides
Jugglers - Clowns - Ca ricaturists
Fredbird
Putt-Putt Golf, Pickleball, loloball, Volleyball
& Gpofy Games
Picnic - Food Specials - Good Prices
,

Register for Giveaways Early in University Center Lobby
4/·79, 4/20, 4/25 & 4/26 from 10:00 - 2:00
IT 5 GONNA BE GREAT!
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They Give The Arts A Hand
Christopher A. Duggan
features editor
"We want to show our support for
the arts in St. Louis," said Rita
Brumm , co-chair of the education
division of the annual Arts and
Education fund drive.
The other co-chair is Evelyn
Mitchell, of the music faculty here,
. who is celebrating her 20th year at
UM-St. Louis.
The Arts and Education Council is
a 25-year-old organization that,
through its annual fund drive, provides su pport for the arts in St.
Louis.
.
The Arts and Education Council of
Greater St. Louis was formed in
1963 to stimUlate interest in a wide
. array of arts. programming and

educational programs. It consists of
145 member organizations who contri bute to it through the fund drive
and can also apply for grants
through the' CAMELOT/Special
Projects Fund. Grants are made
contingent upon need and value to
the community .
Some of the members include the
Repertory Theatre of S1. Louis, the
S1. Louis Symphony Orchestra, the
Academy of Professional Artists,
KWMU (UM-St. Louis ' public radio
station), KETC-Channel 9 and
Washington University's Edison
Theatre.
Premiere Performances, the
Chancellor's series , coordinated by
Virginia Edwards , is also funded by
A & E..

"Premiere

Performances

has

received wonderful reviews so far,"
Mitchell said . " They have national
performers calling to get into. the
program. It's really put us on the
map."
Mitchell and Brumm said that
they were ,asked by Chancellor l3arnett to co-chair the education division of the fund drive.

"It wouid be satisfying for
students to contribute to the arts in
. S1. Louis," Mitchell said, "because A.
"The chancellor sits on the board & E benefi.ts the students and the
of the A & E Council," Brumm university as a whole. It would be
said.
good to make students more aware
of cultural matters ."
Brumm, who is also on the A &. E
Brumm said that the long list of
board, said that the overall goal of
the A & E fund drive this year is member agencies is testimony to A
$2 million.
& E's success .

"The education divi~jon will be
going after $85 ,000 ," Brumm said.
The Education Division encompasses the majority of the
educational instutions in St. Louis.

Nurris Reveals His Secrets
by Loren Richard Klahs
book reviewer
The Secret Of I n ner Strength:
My Story
By Chuck Norris with Joe
Hyams
.
(Little, Brown and Company,
$16.95 , 200 pages)
Something of an anomaly, Chuck
Norris, karate champion and star
of such films as "Code of Silence,"
" Missing In Action," "Lone Wolf
McQuade," and "The Delta
Force." as well as a string of lowbudge t action films: " Good Guys
Wear Black, " " A Force of One ,"
"Th e Octagon, " etc ... . has written a
"self-help" book .
The book in question, "The Secret of My Inner Strength: My
Story," is an autobiography spiced
up with the author's personal
philosophy on life:
" .. .It is important to have a goal
in mind. Accept the fact that there
will be setbacks and obstacles. But
if you continue to visualize that
goal and work toward it, one day
you will achieve it ."

" ... Do what has to be done
without complaint and think only
positively. Don't allow yourself to
think negatively."
Norris has put together a simple
little set of rules that he has tested
and proved in his own everyday
life . At middle-age , he has decided
to share his insights.
What could easily have been a
schmaltzy little vanity book,
instead turns out to be a nice little
narrative
with
something
worthwhile to offer.
The basic appeal of Norris' book
lies in the fact that it is not a typical "Hollywood" story. Norris is
not yet another "star" who was
related to someone in the business
or who had major cop.nections.
From all accounts, he' was and
possible still is just an average guy
who persisted and got lucky along
the route to success .
He speaks of a string of
obstacles including the lack of a
solid father figure.
" ... Boys who have no strong
male role models in their
childhood often tend to grow up
confused." Norris goes on to tell

"The faculty and administration
here and at various institutions in
S1. Louis will be sent pledge cards,"
Brumm said. "If students want to
contribute, they can contact us. The
amount is not important ; participation is."

"The members represent all sections of the community," she said .
" Our involvement in A & E helps to
establish us in the community as a
cultural entity."

LEND A HAND: The Arts and Education Council of St Louis is a 25year-old agency that tries to stimulate interest in, and provides support for, many different aspects of art and education in St. Louis.

Sitting On The Dock Of The Lake

the reader that his father was an
alcoholic, as well as a man who
avoided both responsibilities and
confron tations.
Norris was determined to overcome this void in his life. He wanted to become everything his father
was not. He decided early in his
life to conquer his fears and move
steadily forward in a positive
direction.
While this may sound simplistic, Norris uses many examples in
his book to underscore the fact that
it is easier said than done.
Never jingoistic or condescending, the book is written fron the
heart and with candor. Norris pulls
no puches.
" ...1 have never been psychoanalyzed, but I believe that
even at that early age, I subconsciously wanted to be mentally ,
psychologically ,
and
emotionally strong."
Without knowing the psychological terms for his behavior,
Norris was approaching selfactualization . His philosophy of
life bears a close resemblence to

person to come along or just make
a relationship work with someone
else," Dog asked .
Being a romantic at heart I told
him that I don 't know.
People are not known to see the
same things as other people .

20-sometbing
by Julio west
.
manic depressive at large
My friend Dog and I have been
12-pack philosophers since about
our sophomore year in high school.
We often talk of music, social concepts, and relationships.
Most of the time the conversation runs the gamut and lumps
them all into one category.
Last week we did some
philosophizing on the dock of our
favorite lake. The only odd thing
about it was that we talked until
3:30 a.m.
We discussed relationships.
Usually one of us will make an
observation and the other will add
to it or quote a line from a song.
Dog mentioned that divorce is a
scary idea. He talked about finding
that one special person to spend
his life with.
Is there one special person? I
guess that everyone has the i own
idea of the perfect mate and1nay
even know who tha person isl
"Is it better to wait for that one

People tend to see what they .
want to see and not look at the
hig picture.
They only look at what they will
get out of something . We are all
guilty of this.
But, some are more guilty than
others. -

wench for a wife," he said.
Dog tends to he a romantic and
maybe that is his tragic flaw .
Most people don·t think , like
that anymore .
A long time ago a woman in a bar
asked me my income. She seemed
like such a nice girl: (didn't know
she was a money-grUbbing wench
underneath.
After my reply she left to go talk
to a rather affl uent looking yuppiein-training: I guess he hit it off better with her than I did .

Many people today only look at
how someone else can raise them
on the social or financial ladder.
These people try to plug the human
element of a relationship into a
formula.

Dog and I have always had this
problem. It must stem from knowing . each other since the first
grade.
.
The difference is that I am
always dating someone and he has
trouble staying ~ith someone.

Can this be done? Can a guy say
that because he marries Jane Doe ,
president of a bank, he will be
happy just because she makes X
amount of moneY'a year?
Dog do e_sn' I! think.so.,'Td;.rather
be poor with the right wpman than
be rich and have to deal with a

He is more secure than I am. He
doesn't need anyone to lean on.
On the dock tbat night we both
wondered where we and all our
friends will be in ten years.
'rhe way the adviSing has been
I'll be right here so I'll let you
know.

See KLAHS, page 7

Everything You Always Wanted To Know About The Current
"Is anyone else coming in today?"
I ask.

I had always wondered what that
brick was doing on his desk.
A little bit frightened , I leave the
office and go into the production
room , where the paper is designed .
All the banners are up for the
individual sections , but there is not
an inch of co py on the flats.
John Kilgore, our associate news
editor enters the room, fresh from
covering one of many provocative
news stories on campus.

" I hope so, " the senior Kevin
says.
I walk out and enter the production room , where] have no trouble
finding an open terminal'. There I
begin to type in the copy that I put off
from yesterday.
After about an hour. Other staffers begin to show up. First Pam
by Christopher A. Duggan
Watz , then Julio West, who asks me
features editor
if I have [Oom for a column this
week.
So many people read the Current,
I should stop at this point and say
but, judging from cemments that
that Julio West is not the name of
I've heard here and there, and from
anybody on this staff. That is a
some letters to the editor, many of
made-up name. The possessor of it
them have no idea what goes into
does not match the sensitive image
producing
this
wonderful
that his column portrays.
publication.
By about 4:30, I am entering the
In response to this dire need, I've
last bits of material that] have, and
put together an outline of what happens here on your typical Tuesday . a good thing. A news editor, a sports
reporter, an associate section
(the day that we do most of the proeditor and two copy editors are
duction on t he Current). I've even
burning an' image of me on the lawn
included pictures to further assist
outside. They are chanting, " Get off
you,
the
gentle
reader,
in
that terminal."
understanding this tapestry I'm
You see, there are only three terweaving for you.
minals in our computer room, and
At about 12:30 p.m., I arrive at the . several more people than that who
office immediately after leaving my
want to use them. Many of them, .
11 o'clock class. The only staffmemalthough nice people most of the
bers in the office are Kevin Kleine
time, turn into what resembles a
and Kevin Lacostelo, our managing
group of flesh eating demons when
editor and our editor.
there isn't one open for them .
" John," I say, "the year is wrong
Both appear to be engrossed in
After leaving the computer room ,
on this banner." I point to the front
what they are doing.
I enter the editor's office once
page .
"What 's up Kev?" I say.
again. Kleine is still thinking about
" Why, what year is it?" John
I am addressing both of them .
his column topic, and Lacostelo is
says.
" Trying to come up with a column
sitting at his desk, with a sealed letAt about 5:15 , I begin to wonder
topic," Kleine says.
ter in his hand and a list of parcel
where my pictures are, so naturally ,
"Of course, I should have known,"
bomb recognition points on his
I seek out Rene , our photo
I say.
lap.
director.
I should have recognized the "try"Kevin," I say, "Steve Bratcher is
"She's locked herself in the coning to come up with a column topic"
here to see you,"
ference room," someone says. "I
pose. It looks something like this.
"'Where?" Kevin screams , and
think she's dOin'g some sort of
assumes this
se.
research."
I make several unsuccessful
attempts to get her to open the door.
Disgusted , I break the door down ,
only to find this.

DON'T
PANIC

"Research?" I scream. "Where
the hell are my photos?"
"They're on the board," she says .
"I did them yesterday ."

"Hey Chris, what's going on?" he
says.
I just stare blankly at the figur.e
reclining in the chair.

At 6:30 , I look at my empty page,
my mind blank as to how to arrange
it. I decide that this would be a good
time to go to dinner . I know it's useless to ask any staff members to go
with me. They all hate my guts
anyway.

"I've almost got one ," he says.
"One what?" I reply.
"A column topic."
"Yeah, I think I do too," I say.
"Do you happen to have the
time?" he asks, an lnquisitive look
coming over his face.

Three and a half hours later, I
return to find things changed a little. Most editors are off the terminals, the news staff is diligently
laying out the front page, the year
corrected by now , and Pam Watz is .
laying out her section in her nQrmal
calm and collected manner .

"Yeah, just a second. "
I look at my watch .

'A little before 2 a.m., I look up
from my page at my reflection in the
window in the glass . The image is of
a man who looks like he was just
exhumed .. A glance around the pro- '
duction room shows me a group of
people who are not looking .much
better.

A Talking Heads song drones on in
my head. I can't be sure if it is
actually playing or if some
physiological principal has embedded it in my brain, to play there
forever more.
.
f

Using her as my inspiration, I
begin to sketch in my design on the
blank flat,
hoping that
my
calculations for the · lengths of
stories are correct. If they aren't, I
~ould end 'up like Pam over tbere.
At about ten after midnight, I've
got my lead story laid down, Scott is
reenacting a scene from '"'Das Boot"
in the darkroom, ' and Paul
Thompson begins to break out his
collect~on of Talking Heads tapes.
As a result of the public outcry
against this, Ilijlinly on my part,
Paul takes this stance, and eventually gets his way.

A thought o"ecurs tome : "Where is
Kevin Kleine?"
.
I walk.across the news room to the
editors' office and timidly peak my
head in t!).e door.

It was later than I thought. I
expected to see the sun peeking over
the horizon any minute.
"Hey , don't sweat it," Kleine says.
"Ws just another Tuesday at the
Current.
HI guess so," I reply.

The story you .bave just read is
factual, and tbe cbaraters. are real
living people. Any resemblance that
these characters have to fictional '
characters is pure coincidence that
is unless you think it would b~ ~ore
funny that way .

The material contai'ned witlim the
confine's of this story is thellroRerty
of the Current. Any unauthorized
reproduction or sale of ttiis material
:would' he stupid.

,.
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the teachings of Abraham Maslow
as {)utlined in Maslow's book
"Toward
A Psychology
Of
Being."
.."The Secret Of Inner Strength:
My Story" is easy to read. While
informative concerning survival
tactics, it is also an account of how
a little known karate instructor
took the advice of Steve McQueen
ana became an actor.

,
Often criticized for being a
"wooden" actor, Chuck Norris has
managed to become successful
because of his personal style. Not
unlike John Wayne, Chuck Norris
embodies a certain sense of pat.'

riotism in his acting persona. His
name is synonymous with a certain ltind of ·actiC!n film that often
trans<;!ends
the
macho, mindlessness of others in the '
genre (ie: Sylvester ' Stallone,
Arnold Schwarzenegger, etc ... )
The book , like many o,f h.i s films
are surprising. It is basically a
.'
good and hone.5t read . ·

KSHE.'s Part.Y
COMMEN·T ARY
by Krls Embry
music reviewer
Local rock station KSHE 95 was
once again named best cadio station of the year by Rolling Stone
magazine, at least for the Midwestern region oftbe country. To celebrate this, the station sponsored a
concert at Mississippi' Nights on
February 24 .
This "listener appreciation"
, party was free to all ages and
featured new recording ' artist
Peter Himmelman. Himmehnan's
song, "Waning Moon," is 'currently
receiving local airplay.
I enjoy new music, and even
though , I knew very little about
Himmelman, I looked forward to '
hearing him. I was so disgusted by
what I witnessed, however, that I
, left long before Hirnmelman's
set began.
First, it was a mistake to hold
the event at Mississippi Nights,

J!7as A Disappointment
unless you arrive early, not to
mention the dense clouds of
smoke . The show was open to all
ages as well, which means security
must constantly check hand
stamps to assure segregation of
minors.
These problems could have all
been avoided had the concert been
held at tlie Westport Playhouse. At

the Playhouse , everyone can be
cQmfortably seated and no smok, ing is allowed in the auditorium.
Drinks are also available for those
that want them.
The last free concert that KSHE
sponsored, to the best of my
knowledge, was Timbuk3, a show
that took place well over a year
ago . At the Himmelman show, we

. And they're both repre~
sented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you're part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
,
not the exception. The gold bar
.\;>n
, means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll fre~ 1~800~USA~ARMY.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

MIL E S BEY 0 N D
YOU'VE HEARD THE RUMORS
AND THE RUMORS ARE TRUE!
",'
"Tf.lE BEST .J.AZZ IN ST. lOUIS'
."
IS HEARD RIGHT HERE ON
.

. !. . . .

iO'

I

90.7 KWMU
KWMU ·FM

Rubes®

By Leigh Rubin

The purpose of this show was to
show appreciation for the station's
listeners. I didn't come away feeling appreciated . Personally, I
would have appreciated an opening band other than Big Fun, who
can be seen at Mississippi'Nights
every weekend. They are the house
band, but a person can only stand
so much Big Fun ..
What offended me the most ,
however, was the behavior of
KSHE
morning
personality
"Smash." Shash's favorite word
has four letters and begins with an
F. I'm open-minded, but the random
use
of profanity
is
unnecessary, juvenile and boring.
Smash, and his command of the
English language, were very
unprofessional, as were his taste·
less attempts at audience involvement in drinking contests for
concert tickets .

were again told that this was only
one of many free concerts KSHE
will be bringing to town. We heard
This material was unsuitable for
this at Timbuk3 as well , but I don't · a show that admitted all ages, but
recall seeing KSHE sponsor any
my main complaint was that
~w_h_e_re_it_is.....;;.di;.;..ff;.;..ic;;.;;u;.;..lt;..;t;..:;.o..;;f~in:..::d..;;a;..;s:..::e~at:.-............;;fr;;..;e;..;;
. e...;;s..;;;;h.;..ow;;.;s~._ _ _ _ _ _ _------. Smash , a professional broadcaster
and representative of radio station
licensed to serve the public interest, would stage such a contest.

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.

-
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Weeknights and Saturdays at 1 1 p.m.
Friday Nights at 7 p.m.
Sunday Nights at 8 p.m.
LISTENER-SUPPORTED RADIO FROM
THE UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-ST. LOUIS

---

K~HE

is popular entertainment
for many young people in this city,
and Smash used poor judgement in
behavior and language.
Smash , along with Rob Buttery
and John "the U-man" Ulett , can
be heard weekdays from 6-10 a.m.
at 94 .7 FM as KSHE's Morning
Zoo.

At a cost of fifty-seven billion dollarsk
NASA disproves an old nursery rhyme.

r-------~----~~;:~--~~------------------__,
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I T. LOUII
UNION STATION

CHESTERFIELD
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Writers

MALL

--------------------------Mexican

Needed.
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FREE TACO

·FRE E
SOFT SHE L L
TACO

For
information

WHEN YOU BUY ONE
TACO & MEDIUM
DRINK

WH EN YOU BUY ONE
SOFT SHELL TACO
& MEDIUM DRINK

Call Chris

Fiesta !

• LIMIT TWO TACOS
• NOT VALID WITH OTHER OFFERS
• EXPIRES MAY 5, 1'988

• LIMIT TWO TACOS
• NOT VALID WITH OTHER OFFERS
• EXPIRES MAY 5, 1988

---~-----~-------------------.1

553-5174.

........................

Depar tment of
Speech Communication
and '
University Players
Present:

By: Jack H eifner
Directed by: P am Ross

KWMU
,JAZZLlNE:

II
KWMIHM

553-6907

April 22nd and 23rd
At 8 :00 p .m.
April 24th at 2:00 p.m.
In rr he Bent on Hall Theatre
University of Missouri-St. Louis
General Admission: $4.00
Students/Faculty/Staff: $3.00
UM-St. Louis Stu.d ents with I.D.: FREE
For More Information Call:

553-5485

AROUND UMSL
___----..!1S]I___

F_rid_a....
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• Delta Sigma Pi will sponsor a
presentation by James Stack of

- - -......1
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• How Can A Jew Speak Of
Doe Run at 2 p. m. in room 132 Spirituality Today? will be the
topic of a lecture sponsored by
RSB.
the Alternative University from 1·
2:30 p.m. in room 75 J.C.
Penney.

1 71·__s.;;;;...u_n..;;....;da~y

• Baseball: The Riverman will
take on Principia College at 3
p.m. on the Riverman Field.

----+120

• Baseball: Thd Rivermen will
play Northeastern Illinois State
University at 1 p. m. on the Riverman Field.

• The St. Louis Brass Quintet
will perform at4 p.m. in the J.C.
Penney Auditorium . For more
information, call 553-5818.

r · ----------------------------------------~

Wednesday

II CURRENT
.calendar
requirements.

1

• The Women 's Studies' Tenth
Anniversary Speaker's Series
presents Women in the Infor·
mal Economy with guest
speaker Michele Hayman,
associate professor of political
science. The lecture will begin at
1:30 p.m. in room 302 Lucas
Hall.
-

~

-----11 al,__

Material for "around UMSL" should be submitted in writing no
later than 3 p.m. THURSDAYofthe week before publication to
TERRI SEYMOUR; around UMSL editor, Current, 1 Blue Metal
Office Building, 8001 Natural Bridge Road, St. Louis, MO
63121. Phone items cannot be accepted. Material may be
·e dited or excluded to satisfy space or content requirements.

NANNIES

V

Do you love children? Warm, caring, carefully
seJected, BOSTON area families looking for
live-in child care. Excellent salary/benefits
including airfare . One year committment.

M_on_da
.....
y

Call Belinda .at: 241-3464.
• The Amiable Piano Quartet
will present classic and romantic
piano quartets at 8 p.m. at the
Ethical Society, 9001 Clayton
Road. Call 553'5818, for more
information.

• Men's Response to Violence, Why Men Batter, will be
the topic of a lecture sponsored
by the Women's Center at
noon. The Center is located in
room 211 Clark Hall. '

• Creative Weight Loss will be
the topic of conversation in the
Women's Center today at noon.
For more information, call 5535380.

• The Music Alumni As~ocia . __ Baseball: The Rivermen play
tion will hold its spring board
the University of Missouri-Rolla
meeting at 7:30 p.m. in the
at 1 p.m. on the Riverman Field.
Music Building. For more inforAdmission is free .
mation, call 553·5980.

JOB HUNTING?
Give yourself a chance to get your foot in the door with a

TYPESET RESUME
• The University Women will
hold their annual Spring Book
Sale in the library annex from 8
a.m .-7 p.m. For lore information , or to donate a book call
553·5051.
'

3rd

Original & 20 copies on heavy bonded paper ofyour color choice.
.Our price - $20.00. Shop around, that is 1/3 less {han print shops
will charge. We also do organizational newslerrers, flyers, teml
papers, etc.
"THE WORD SHOPPE " 441-3561

An..",~al
.

Celebration

April 27, 1988
The Fun Begins at
10:00 am a nd Lasts Till 3:30 pm

e

Live Music
eMirfhday Prize Giveaways Every Hour·.
e Carouse'l and Calliope
e Horse-Drawn Carriage Rides.
e Jugglers - Clowns - Caricaturists
Fredbird
e PuH~PuH Golf, Pickleball, [oloball, Volleyball
& Goofy Games
e Picnic - Food' Specials - Good Prices

e

Register for Giveaways Early in University Center Lobby
4/19, 4/20, 4/25 & 4/26 from 10:00 - 2:00 "

IT'S 'G ONNA BE GREAT!

---

'.

April 14, 1988

Busy Week for Baseball
by Grant Peters

first when Kuster singled arid
reporter
scored on a Kiely· doubl~.
They added another run in the
second when shortstop Rob Forbes
Going into their double-header
doubled and scored on a triple by
shOwdown with the University of
Kleeschulte.
Missouri-Rolla, the baseball RiverCatcher Pat Mulvaney padded the ·
men (10 ~ 8-1 and 3-1 in the MlAAcbnlead in the fourth when he followed
ference), stood in first place in the
Forbes walk and a Haake single with
MIAA South Division.
a two-run double.
UM-St. Louis was atop the South
At this point, Caruso was cruising.
DiVision early last year, but four
"Midway through the game, I
consecutive division losses knocked
decided to just try and be a control
them out of the play-oUs. Head
pitcher, find the corners and not just
Coach Jim Brady looks for a difblow everybody away ," Caruso
ferent finish in 1988.
Siiid.
.
"We have . a lot of guys who
The nightcap against SEMO was a
• remember what that feeling was
different story as the Rivermen
like last year and they don't want
dropped a 3-2 nail biter in eight
that experience again ," Brady said.
innings .
"If we canjust cut down on some of
UMcSt. Louis had two runners
~ur errors, we should be in good .
thrown out at the plate and stranded
shape." ..
eight. A double play in the eighth
Pitcher Tom Caruso was a man on
certainly didn't help. .
a mission when he stepped on the
Offensively;
the ' Rivermen
mound April 6 to face the Southeast
managed only six singles (two by
Missouri State Indians in Cape
Forbes).
Girardeau.
Kiely figured in both UM-St.
In his previous outing, he was
Louis runs when he walked and
roughed up by a strong Missouri
scored on a single by Mulvaney. In .
. Tiger team.
the fifth he Singled home Jerry Nor~
"That game was no indication of
ton (who had walked).
how I can pitch, " Caruso said. "I had
The April 7 game against McKenbeaten them when I was at Meramec
dree College marked tbe first game
Community College, so I was
played at home since March 26 and
obviously disappointed with that
. also marked the first loss at home as
outing. "
the Bearcats exploded for six runs
It didn't take Caruso too long to
get back on the right track as he ' in the eighth and held on for an 11-8
victory at Riverman Field.
fired a six-hit shutout at the Indians
Going into tbeir two .game series
to lead UM-St. Louis to a 6-0 victory
with MIAA South Division foe
in the opener .
Soutbwest Baptist April 8-9, the
Caruso, who fanned eight and
Rivermen needed victories because
walked only one, was happy as he
all four conference teams had .500
raised his record to 2-1.
division records entering the
" A shutout against a team like
weekend.
SEMO is a big confidence builder,"
Outstanding
pitching
wins
Caruso said. " I neeJ to be pitching
baseball games, and that's just what
like that against the SEMO's and the
UM-St. Louis got as they took both
other top clubs in our league."
games from the Bearcats.
Center-fielder Joe Kuster, first
Pitcher Mike Melton, who set a
baseman Dan Kiely, infielder David
team record for wins by a freshman
Haake and third baseman Ken
last season, made his first
Kleeschulte contributed two hits
appearance of the season after
each.
elbow injuries had kept him on the
The Rivermen gave Caruso the
shelf.
only run ~e needed in the top .of the
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He picked right up where he left
off in leading UM-St. Louis to a: 9-3
win ..
In going the distance, Melton gave
up three runs (two earned), on seven
hits while striking out six and walking only one.
. _
Melton said he didn't even throw
his best pitch. "I only used my
fastball 'a nd curv.e ," Melton said. "I
didn't need to use the slider."
Kiely went 2 for 3 with an RBl and
Forbes contributed two RBIs oli a
double and a sacrifice fly.
With a 2-1 lead, the Rivermenput
tpe game away ip the fourth inning
when they .t!rupted for six runs on
only four hits. They were aided by
two Bearcat errors.
Kuster led off the fourth with a
single and adv:ancedto second base
on an error. Mulvaney followedtwo
walks with a sacrifice fly.
An error on a tailor-made double
play made the score 4-1. After Forbe's sacrifice fly, RBI singles
by
outflelders . Ron Stergion and Mike
Musgrave and Kiely- gave UM- ,
St. Louis an insurmountable 8-1
lead .
,Following the game, Melton's
elbow was feeling fine. "I didn't feel
any pain after the game which is a
big plus," Melton said. "I just hope I
can continue like this throughout
the year."
The Rivermen upped their MlAA
conference record to 3-1 on April 9
when Brad Moore pitched a nearperfect game in a 3-0, one hit
shutout over the Bearcats.
Moore was brilliant on the hill. He
allowed only one third inning walk
and one fourth inning single. Moore
finished with 12 strikeouts.
Moore improved to 3-1 and
lowered his team leading earned
run average to 2.05. In 22 innings of
work, he has allowed only five runs
on 15 hits while striking out 25 and
walking only eight..
Kuster and Kiely each had two
bits and designated hitter Mike Coffee contributed with two RBIs.
UM-St. Louis gave Moore all h~
needed in the first when Musgrave
walked and scored on a Coffee RBIgr,~out.
,- ~ extent!

tbel ea'il to 2-0 in
the third when Coffee singled home
Kiely, who had singled and stolen
base .
On April 10, tbe Rivermen hosted
Central Missouri State in a doubleheader in St. Louis .
The pitching wasn't there for the
team as they were swept 12-8 in
eight innings and 14-4 by the
Mules.
Despite being down by as much as
7-1 in the opener, the Rivermen
should have won the game.
UM-St. Louis came back in the
seventh inning when Kuster cut the
lead to 8-7 with a three-run homer,
his fifth of tbe year. •
After Mulvaney tied the score at
8-8 with a run scoring single, the
Rivermen could not punch the game
winner in with the bases loaded.
A suicide squeeze play was foiled
on a pitchout and all the momentum
sbifted towards the Mules.
They tallied four runs in tbe extra
frame to wrap up the Victory .
The momentum carried into the
nightcap for the Mules as they
scored eight runs 'on four UM-S1.
Louis errors in the first inning en
route to the 14-4 victory.
. Kiely entered tbe UM-Rolla
double-header with an eight game
hitting streak. Kiely has bit .571 (1628), with nine runs scored, two
doubles, one homerun, seven RBIs '
and three stolen bases. Kiely is hitting a team high .446 with 19 RBIs in
19 games.
The Rivermen will playa doubleheader at McKendree College today
and will play away games at Central
Missouri State and Southwest Baptist on Friday and Saturday . On Sunday, April 17, the Rivermen will bost
Northeastern Illinois in a doubleheader beginn.ing at 1 p.m.

Tennis Eyes Conference Tourney
by Pam Watz
sports editor
The men's tennis team knows
what they want to accomplish at ·
the upcoming MIAA Conference
Tournament held at the Lodge of
Four Seasons on April 22-23. All
season, the Rivermen have been
losing close matches , especially
against conference schools . Yet,
the young team posseSSes upset
potential as they look towards
the fi~ld of competition at the
Ozarks.
Despite losing two matches in
recent competition, the netters
have molded together as a
team.

Wben the match score is tight ,
- the players begin to pull for one
another and think about the team
win instean of just their own.

binds a team together and makes
them think about the team win
instead of'just how they
played. "

" Regardless of our 3-10
record, this is exactly the frame
of mind we need as we head into
the conference tournament,"
said Zoellner.

The Rivermen lost 6-3 to
Greenville College last Wednesday and 5-4 to conference rival
University of Missouri-Rolla on
Monday.
.

Consequently, players tend to
push themselves that much
more. Coach Jeff Zoellner
explains. "This has been the
story all season. We've lost four
matches by the score of 5-4 ·and
they have been the deciding factors in the last two games. This

Part of the problem was the
lack of a full te!lm. Number 1
singles player, Brad Compton
missed the Greenville match due
, to an illness and number 6
singles player missed the Rolla
match because of last minute
car .problems.
Both were costly absences,
although reserve player, Glen
House filled in admirably in the
Rolla match. House lost his
singles match, but came out
strong in his doubles match as he
. teamed with Mike Higgins.
They ' won the first set, 7-5
before dropping the next two, 6-1
and 6-2.
Brent Jones and Scott Stauffer
had an even stronger showing in
doubles as they downed their
opponents 6-3 and 6-4.
Compton, Higgins and Jones
were all singles wihners and
boosted their individual confer('nee records.
The team will play a
rescheduled match today against
Eureka College and will travel to
Principia this Saturday be~ore
finishin'g
their
conference
schedule up at Northeast Missouri State on Tuesday , April
19 .

MEN'S TENNIS: Sophomore Dave Neptune will seek revenge at
the Conference Tournament to be held April 22-23 at Lake of the
Ozarks.

Yet, the team has their sights
set for next weeks conference
tournament.
Powerful
teams
from
Southwest
Baptist
and
Northwest Missouri State are
• favored In t He tournament.

Softball Riverwomen Prepare for
the MlAA Conference Playoffs
by Pam Watz
sports editor

The Riverwomen softball team
have been keeping occupied dealing
with solid and tough team
competition.
"We haven't h'a d an easy game
yet ," Head Coach Lisa (Studnicki)
Volger said. "It's been one tough
team after another."
Presently, the team holds an
overall record of 11-13 and a conference record of 5-6 .
"We've got tough games all tbe
way through the season," Volger
said. "But that is to prepare us for
the
MIAA
Conference
Tournament."
Volger says she is happy with the
hitting, but that the team has to concentrate on moving the ball on the
ground and keeping the ball out of
the-air.
On Monday, April 4, the Riverwomen . played two games, one
against Southwest Missouri Baptist
and the other against Southeast Missouri State. UM-St. Louis lost 4-2 in
the first game, but came back to
beat SEMO 5-1.
The following day, the Riverwomen were faced with a double header against the sixth nationally
ranked team, Southern Illinois
BASEBALL: Riverman Ron Stergion comes home to a happy
University-Edwardsville. UM-St.
teammate.
Louis showed no fear as they proved
their skill and beat the Cougars 4-2
in the first game and again in the
second with a nine run advantage,
10-1.
managea
to
clinch
only
two
wins
as
sophomore
Jennifer
Horgive
up
Despite perfect playing conThe team finally put themselves
by default.
ton, playing the number 4 position, .
ditions and the home court advandid not sacrifice. a single game to . ahead of the .500 mark on Thursday,
tage, the women's tennis team fell to
Despite the loss, junior Nancy
April 7 by beating Missouri Baptist
her opponent in the first set. In the
all three of their opponents in last
Sedej played a hard fought match at
3-1.
second, Horton was down 1-4 and
week'S quadrangular tournament
the number 1 singles position . After'
Freshman Lisa Houska, who has
with consistent baseline playing,
against Southwest Baptist College,
losing the first set 1-6, Sedej rallied
been playing extremely well, hit 2
tied the games at 4-4. Horton and
Lincoln University and the Univerback downJ-4 in the second and won
for 4 with one run scored, one RBI
ber opponent rallied back and forth
sity of Missouri-Kansas City.
the next two games closing in at 3-4 .. until· UMKC went on to win tbe set
and one double bit.
'The Riverwomen met Soutbwest
Lincoln withstood the pressure and
As weather permitted, the Riverand also tbe next. The final score
Baptist on Friday, losing quickly in
finished the match at 6-3 .
women
played in the MIAA ConferwasO~6 , 7-5 and 6-3.
both their singles and doubles play.
ence Round Robin Tournament this
Out of the tournament were senior
The day was not over yet for the
past weekend . Last year, the team
"Even tbough I lost, i feel good
Nancy Tao, who defaulted on Mr
Riverwomen as they took . their about how I played," Horton said. "I
finished second, this year the team
number 2 singles position andjunior
defeat against Lincoln and began did much better this time than I did
proved not to be as quite
Rita Henry , who pl~yed at the numpreparing to take on UMKC.
successful.
in
Kansas
City
."
ber 3 position. Tao 'and Henry also
"We didn't play bad, we just didn't
Just two weeks earlier, the Riverpaired -up to make the number 1
The Riverwomen , with an overaH
hit," Volger said. "It was a long and
.
women
traveled
to
Kansas
City
·los-.
doubles team for the Riverwomen.
record at 3-9 , took fourth place in
tiring weekend with Seven games
ing to the Kangaroos by just one
. Both players have been out the past
the tournament. Lincoln University
and we still had the victory of beatmatch.
two weeks due to illness.
wEmt home as the overall winner.
ing the sixth nationally ranked team
on our minds. "
. Points were contributed by Sedej,
On Saturday, .t he Riverwomen
The Riverwomen host Culver~
The team started the tournament
who won 6-4 , 6-4, and senior Sandy
met Lincoln University, the number
off on the right foot by beating LinHeiman, who trounced ber opponent Stockton on Saturday, April 16 at 9
three finisher at last year's MIAA
a.m.
6-1 , 6-2. Tbe Riverwomenrefused to
coln University (3 -9), 5-1.
Conference
Tournament,
and

However, game two, which was
just an hour and a half later , was a
different story for the team. Central
Missouri State (8-7) barely beat UMS1. Louis with a score of 5-4.
On Saturday , April 6, UM-St.
Louis played Northwest Missouri
State (9-11) and won, by that one
point that could bave tied them in
the previous day 's game, 1-0.
After that, things went downhill
for the Riverwomen. Losing the next
four games by merely a few points,
the Riverwomen finished the
weekend with a 2-7 conference
record , giving them an overall conference record of 3-8.
Northwest Missouri State (11-5)
beat UM-St. Louis 0-1 and SEMO (79) followed with a victory over the
Riverwomen, 0-2. The following
day, Southwest Baptist (12-4) beat
out the Riverwomen 1-3 and finally
the University of Missouri-Rolla
(12-6) had a victory over the team as
they won 2-5.
"We've got to put the weekend
behind us, " said Volger.
Houska had a productive weekend
scoring three runs, having two RBIs

and two double hits. Houska batted
9-19. Before entering the tournament, Houska was hitting .148 and
completed the weekend with a .328
batting average.
"She was really pointing the bat in
the right direction," said Volger.
Junior Marlene Burle also helped '
the team with a couple of bits.
"She's not a power hitter , but
she'll give the bat that little extra
push just so the ball will pass
through the infielders," said
Volger.
Senior Lauri e Aldy did well in tbe
tournament as she hit 9-16 and had
six runs scored, five RBIs, two
triples and a double hit.
Aldy is second in career runs with
89 and needs 15 to pass Coach Vogler
and become the all-time leader.
The team is hitting .254 this
season which is 10 points higher
than last year's team average (.244),
but the team 's earned run average is
sitting at 2.'57 after a team record
1.20 mark last year .
" We just have to come back strong
and fight twice as hard in the upcoming games," said

Women Fall to all Three Opponents ..

Scott Brandt

DOUBLE PLAY:Second baseman Shelley Hulsey turns the first end
of a double play againstSEMO.
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TOYOTA

course in advanced economicS ever offered!
Come in today for a test drive and an Qrientation' to no-,money-down fi nanci ng.

COME IN NOW!
You may qualify to buy or lease a Toyota car or
truc:k, with no down payment at all! * Toyota's unique college financing program makes it easy.
Beginningtoday, you can enjoy miles and miles
. of Toyota style, quality and performance.
If you're a senior in a 4-year college or graduate
degree program, and will graduate within the
next six months, you may qualify for the Toyota ..
car or truck of your choice. And you have one.
year from receipt of your degree to take advantage of this program. Bring a current driver's
license and proof of employment or job offer,
and Toyota's special financing program for co]_ ·
lege grads and seniors could be the easiest
....

.. :'

-"
--::-

Ceiica ST Sport Coupe* .
,

""

, Get More From Life ...13uckle Up!
,

.

TOYOTA QUALITY

WHO COULD ASK FOR ANYTHING MORE!

.

• No down payment required, provided the amount financt:d is not more than the Toyota manufacturer's suggested .
retail price, and the cost of factory-installed optional equipment and required tax and license fees
Proof of insu~abilitY7eQuired and no n~tive credit history Employment to b~jn within 120 days of loan approval date.
© 19158 Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A., InG.

, .

'.

12833 Olive Boulevard .
St. Louis, Missouri 63141

.
.,"

Mon. - Wed. - Fri. - 9:00 am - 9:00 pm
Tues. - Thu·rs. - 9:00 am - 6:00 'pm Sat. - 9:00 am .- 5:00 pm

~<

